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ABSTRACT 
It has been widely known that data fusion, neural network and 

statistical pattern recognition technologies can be applied to target identification 
and classification problems. The main objective of this paper is to find out 
which of these techniques would be easy to use and provide acceptable results. 

We had selected the "Multi-sensor Correlation Model" [1] from the field 
of data fusion technology. The concept of this model is based on the 
coefficient of similarity. For target identification problem, one have to 
estimate the coefficient of similarity between a known target (X) and the 
target (Y) to be identified. If the coefficient is closed to one , then it 
implied that target (Y) is the same as target (X), otherwise if the 
coefficient is close to zero, then it implied that target (Y) is not the same 
as target (X). It is mathematical simple and easy to implement. 

The "Bayesian Model"[2] was selected from the field of statistical 
pattern recognition technology, This is a conditional probability model. 
For target identification problem, one have to calculate the posterior 
probability of a known target (X) given the target (Y) to one to be identified. 
If the conditional probability is close to one , then it implied that 
target (x) and target (Y) is the same, otherwise if it is close to zero, 
then it implied that target(X) and target(Y) is not the same. This model 
required multivariate normal assumption, probability density function, 
and apriori probability of the targets. It is not easy to apply. 

The " Backpropagation Model"[3] was selected from the field of 
neural network technology, It is a three layered network; input, hidden and 
output layers. For target identification problem, one has to train the 
network with the known target (X), then apply the unknown target(Y) to 
the trained network as an input layer, if the output layer has a higher 
energy value , then the unknown target (Y) is being identified. This 
technique is very hard to implement, since it is necessary to find a collect 
number of hidden elements to set up a network for training. The network has 
to be well trained, if good result are to be expected. 

We use two published [4] numerical data set, to created 150 targets. 
Each target has four distinct feature elements. We then applied the same 
data set to all of the three technologies and obtained the following results: 

Data fusion technique : 94.7% correctly identified 
Neural Network technique: 93.6% correctly identified. 
Statistical Pattern Recognition technique: 94.6% correctly identified. 

We conclude that Data Fusion technique is the winner for this particular 
application. 
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(A)    INTRODUCTION  : 

Data fusion, neural network and statistical pattern recognition 
technologies have been considered as powerful techniques to solve 
the positive target identification and classification problems. The capability 
of positive target identification and classification will play an 
important role in the advanced avionics of the future fighter, "first see, first kill" 
will be the underlying design principle for the development of the war 
fighter aircraft. 

The main objective of this paper is to evaluate these techniques by 
comparing the theoretical concept and application of these advanced 
technologies. This paper consists of five major parts; (1) Data fusion 
technology (2) statistical pattern recognition technology (3) neural network 
technology (4) knowledge data base and (5) Simulation. 

In the first part, data fusion technology, Coefficient of Similarity 
model, its mathematical expression , properties and decision logic is 
introduced. In the second part, statistical pattern recognition technology, 
the Bayesian model, its mathematical expression, probability properties, 
and decision logic is introduced. In the third part, neural network technology, 
Backpropagation model, its three layer architecture model, mathematical 
equations associated with the BP model and its decision logic in application is 
discussed. In the fourth part, knowledge data base is the main topic of discussion. 
Lastly, the discussion is focused on the simulation of positive target identification 
and classification of targets. 



(B) DATA FUSION TECHNOLOGY : 
(1) The Coefficient of Similarity Model (CSM) 

One of the simple models of Data Fusion technology is the 
Coefficient of Similarity Model. The CSM can be used to measure the relationship 
between two target feature vectors. Mathematically, the Coefficient of Similarity 
Model can be expressed as below: 

RXY = X-Y / (X.X - X.Y + Y.Y) [1 ] 
where X = {X1,X2, Xk} 

Y = {Y1,Y2, Yk} 
X.X = X(Xi. Xi ) 
X«Y = X(Xi.Yi ) 
Y«Y = X(Yi.Yi ) 
X and Y are target feature vectors 

(2) Properties of the Coefficient of Similarity Model 
(a) Show that Rxy=1.0   if X=Y 

proof : Since RXY = X.Y / (X.X - X.Y +Y.Y) 
and   X = Ythen 

X.X = X(Xi. Xi ) 
X«Y = X(Xi.Xi ) 
Y«Y = X(Xi.Xi ) 

by substitution, we have: 
Rxy = X(Xi. Xi )/{X(Xi. Xi ) +X(Xi. Xi ) - X(Xi. Xi )} 

= X(Xi. Xi )/X(Xi. Xi ) 
= 1.0 

therefore Rxy =1.0 for X=Y 

(b) Show that Rxy = 0.0 for X=0 and Y =/0 
proof :     since     Rxy= X»Y/( X»X + Y»Y - X»Y) 

and      X = {0., 0., 0. } 
and       Y = {Y1,Y2, Yp } 

by substitution, we have: 
X.X = X(0. 0 ) = 0.0 
X.Y = X(0. yi) =0.0 
Y»Y = X( Yi. Yi )=k=/0,      k is a non zero constant 

that is    Rxy = 0/( 0 - 0 + k ) = 0 / k = 0 

(c) show that Rxy =0 for X =/0 and Y = 0 
proof:      since Rxy = X«Y/(X»X+Y»Y - X»Y) 

and X = {x1,x2, xk} 
and Y = {0, 0, 0} 

X«X = X(xi.xi) = k=/0, k is a non zero constant 
X.Y = X(xi.O ) = 0 
Y.Y = X( 0.0 ) = 0 
by substitution, we have: 

i.e. Rxy = 0/( k - 0 + 0) = 0/k= 0.0 



(d) show that Rxy =0 forX = 0 and Y = 0 
proof:     since      Rxy   = X.Y/(X«X +Y.Y - X.Y) 

and       X = {0,0, 0} 
and        Y = {0,0, 0} 

X.X = 2( 0.0 ) = 0 
X.Y = 2( 0.0 ) = 0 
Y.Y = E( 0.0 ) = 0 

by substitution, we have: 
i.e. Rxy = 0/(0-0 + 0)= 0/0 =0.0 ( Le Hospital's rule) 

(e) Show that   0.0< Rxy< 1.0 for  X>0.0 & Y>0.0 
proof :    since Rxy = X.Y/[X«X+Y.Y-X.Y] 

and   X.X = Xxi.xi 
and   Y.Y = Eyi.yi 
and   X.Y =£xi.yi 
and   X.X + Y.Y-X.Y 

= £(xi2 -2 xi yi + xiyi2    +    yi2) 
= £(xi - yi )2     + £xiyi 

by substitution, we have: 
Rxy = Ixiyi / (£(xi - yi )2    + £xiyi) 

since £(xi - yi )2> 0 for all i 
that is        Rxy >=0 and   Rxy < 1    for X >0 and Y >0 

(3)      Decision 
For a given target feature vectorX = { x1, x2, x3, xp} 
and another target feature vector Y = {y1, y2, y3, yp} 

(a) If    Rxy ^1.0   then 
Target X is positively identified as target Y 

(b) If     Rxy -*0.0   then 
Target X is not the same as target Y 

(c) If      Rxy = 0.5     then 
No decision can be make on target X and target Y 

To extract a well defined target feature vector from the multi sensor 
data is not as easy as we think, It requires some expert knowledge 
on the target to be identified. 

Feature extraction is the major problem for data fusion, statistical 
pattern recognition and neural network technologies in the field of 
target identification. 



(4)     Examples: 
In order to show the capabilities of the Coefficient of Similarity 
Model (CSM), we purposely make up couple of numerical examples as below: 

Example #1 

Suppose , for a given target X from one sensor 
and another target Y from another sensor 
and target X and target Y have the target feature vectors as 
follows: 

X = {0.,0.,0.10.10.10.} 
Y = {1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1. } 

by applying the Coefficient of Similarity Model (CSM), we have: 
X.X = 2(Xi.Xi ) = 0.0 
X.Y = 2( Xi. Yi ) = 0.0 
Y.Y = S( Yi. Yi ) = 6.0 

and by substitution, we have: 
RXY = X.Y / (X.X - X.Y + Y.Y) = 0.0 

one can conclude that target X and target Y are not 
the same target. 

Example #2 

Suppose , for a given target X from one sensor 
and another target Y from another sensor 
and target X and target Y have the target feature vectors as below: 

X = {1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1. } 
Y = {1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1. } 

by applying the Coefficient of Similarity Model (CSM), we have: 
X.X = 2(Xi. Xi ) = 6.0 
X.Y = 2( Xi. Yi ) = 6.0 
Y.Y = S( Yi. Yi ) = 6.0 

and by substitution, we have: 
RXY = X.Y / (X.X - X.Y + Y.Y) 

= 6.0 /( 6.0 - 6.0 + 6.0 ) 
= 1.0 

one can conclude that target X and target Y are the same target 

From the above simple simulated examples, one can see that the 
Coefficient of Similarity Model is simple and easy to integrate to 
any avionics software for solving the positive target identification 
problems. 



(C)        STATISTICAL PATTERN RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY: 

(1) Mathematical expression for the Bayesian Model 
Let    Xi = (x1,x2, xn) represent the unknown target feature vector 
and T1, T2, T3,.... Ti be the targets 
and Yi =(y1,y2, yn) be the target feature vector from 

a knowledge data base, 
question is: 

Xi   e Tj ? 
to which target Tj, the unknown target Xi belongs? 

According to the Bayesian conditional probability theory [2], 
the target probability can be formulated as below: 

Pr ( Tk/Xi) = Pr(Tk) * Pr( Xi/Tk) /£{ Pr(Tj)*Pr(Xi /Tj) 
where   Pr( Tk) is the apriori probability of target Tk 

Pr( Xi/Tj) is the probability of target Xi given 
it is target Tj 
Pr( Tk/Xi) is the posterior probability of target 
Tk containing target Xi 

and Xi is assumed as a multivariate normal distributed random variable, 
and the target probability density function can be expressed as following: 

Pr( Xi/Tj) = (1.0/{nV2* Il}*{Xj})* { exp(- 0.5* (Yj-Xi)T * Xj" * (Yj-Xi) } [3] 

where Sj1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix for target Tj 
(Yj-Xi)T    is the transpose vector of (Yj-Xi) 
Pr( Xi/Tj)   is the multivariate normal density function 
of target Xi given it is belong to target Tj 

(2) Properties of the Bayesian model: 
<1>     Pr(Tj) >=0.0forallj=1,2,3 n 
<2>     I{Pr(Tj/Xi)} = 1.0 for all j= 1,2,3...n 

(3) Decision rule: 
<1>      If Pr(Tk/Xi) = Max{ Pr( Tj/Xi) } for all j =1,2, n 

then Xi belongs to target Tk 
that is unknown target Xi is positively identified. 

<2>     If Pr(Tk/Xi) =/ max{ Pr(Tj/Xi) } for all j=1,2,3...n 
then    Xi e Tj 
that is unknown target Xi is not the same as target Tj 



(4)   Equivalence decision: 
The test statistic for a given unknown target can be 
expressed as follows: 

Dj(Xi) = (Yj-Xi)T*2:r*(Yj-Xi)        [5] 

where Xi = (x1,x2,x3, xn) as the unknown target 
feature vector. 

Yj= (y1,y2,y3 yn) as the target feature 
vector from the knowledge data base. 
Ej1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix of target Tj. 

<1>    If    Dk(Xi) = Min { Dj( Xi) } for all j=1,2,3,...n 
then   Xi e Tj 
that is, the unknown target Xi is positively identified as target 
Tj- 

<2>    If    Dk(Xi) =/ Min {Dj(Xi)} for all j=1,2,3,...n 
then   Xi g Tj 
That is, the unknown target Xi cannot identify as target Tj. 

(5) Limitation of the Bayesian Model: 
<1>   Multivariate Normality assumption may not be true for all 

real time problems. 
<2>   Apriori probability of the unknown target is unknown most 

of the time. 
<3>   Feature element s in the target state vector is not easy to extract 

for the real time target. 
<4>   estimation of target probability is not easy, because the target 

probability density function is unknown most the time. 



(D)      NEURAL NETWORK MODEL : 

<1>     Architecture of the Backpropagation model: 
Backpropagation (BP) model is one of the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) 

models and BP model is the work horse of Neural Network technology in field of 
object recognition and classification. BP model has three layers; input layer, 
hidden layer, and output layer. Input information is mapped to the output layer 
through the activation energy at the hidden layer, the errors of mapping are 
transmitted back to the input layer, the mapping is complete when the total error 
approaches approximately zero. 

The architecture of the three layer Backpropagation model is 
represented below: 

Where W[m][p] is the weight matrix between the input layer & 
the hidden layer. 
V[n][m] is the weight matrix between the hidden layer & 
the output layer. 
Xi is the feature element at the input layer. 
Hi is the activation energy at the hidden layer and 
mathematically can be expressed as below: 

H[i] = 1.0/ [1.0 + exp(- sum[i])] [3] 
Where sum[i] = I( W[i][|]*X[|]) 
i=1,2,....m;j=1,2, p 

Yi is the target probability at the output layer and 
mathematically can be expressed as below: 

Y[i] = exp(-sum[i]) / { Xexp(- sum[k]) ;k=1,2,..n} 
Where sum[i] = I( V[i]Q] *HQ]) 
i=1,2,...n; j=1,2,. .m 



<2>    Properties of the output function in the BP model 

(a) Y[i]>=0.0    for alii. 
(b) IY[i] = 1.0   for alii. 

a,    Show that Y[i] >= 0.0 for i=1,2, n 
Proof:      since   Y[i] = exp(-sum[i])/£(exp(-sum[j])) 
and sum[i] >=0.0 for i=1,2,....n 
that is Y[i]>=0.0fori=1,2,...n 

b,    Show that IY[i] = 1.0 
Proof: since   Y[i] = exp(-sum[i])/£(exp(sum[j]))        (A) 
By equation(A), we have: 
for   i=1,   Y[1] = exp(-sum[1])/I(exp(-sumQ]))  (1) 
i= 2,   Y[2] = exp(-sum[2]) / I(exp(-sum[j]))  (2) 

i= n,    Y[n] =exp(-sum[n])/X(exp(-sum[j]))  (n) 
and 
IY[i] = Y[1] + Y[2]+Y[3] Y[n]  (B) 
Substituting equation(1)—(n) into equation (B), we have: 
£Y[i] =exp(-sum[1])/I(exp(-sum[J])) + 

exp(-sum[2])/£(exp(-sum[j])) + 
  + 

exp(-sum[n]) / £(exp(-sum[j])) 
= { exp(-sum[1]) + exp(-sum[2]) +..+ exp(-sum[n)} 
/I(exp(-sum[j]) 

= I(exp(-sumQ])/S(exp(-sumQ"]) 
= 1.0 

Therefore lY[i] = 1.0 

Since Y[i] satisfies the equations (a) and (b), it is implied that Y[i] 
is a proper target probability density function at the output layer of 
the three layer Backpropagation (BP) model. 



(3)    Application 
There are two different network models associated with the BP model 

for target Identification and classification problems. These are: 
a.    Training BP model 
b.    operational BP model 
The training BP model and the operational BP model both have three 
layers, same number of elements in the input layer, hidden layer and output 
layers, that is, both have the same architecture but have different algorithm 
and different objective. The training model tries to teach the network to 
recognize the certain target, and estimate the optimal weight matrices 
for the network , that is, calculate the weight matrix between the input layer 
and the hidden layer, and the weight matrix between the hidden layer and 
the output layer. The objective of the operational BP model is to 
carry out the act of recognizing the unknown target with the weight 
matrices from the training BP model, sometimes, these weight matrices 
are referred as the memories of the network. Our experience has indicated 
that it takes a long time to train a network, but takes no time at all for the 
operational BP model to process the targets to be identified. 
The equations associated with the training model are listed below: 

<1>     H[i] = 1.0/{1.0-exp(-sum[i]} 
and sum[i] = EW[i]D]*XD] ; i = 1,2,...m, j=1,2,...p 
H[j] is the activation energy at the hidden layer. 

<2>     Probability function at the output layer: 
Y[i] = exp(-sum[i]) / £( exp(- sum[j]) 
where i=1,2,...n; j=1,2,...n 

<3>     Error at the output layer: 
Delta[i] = { d[i] - Y[i] } * Y[i] * { 1.0 - Y[i]} 
where d[i] is the desired probability vector 
Y[i] is the estimated probability vector, i= 1,2, n 
Deltafi] is the error vector at the output layer. 

<4>    Weight matrix between the hidden layer and the 
output layer: 
V[i]D],,= V[i]DI + Nu*DeltaD]*YD] 
+ Zeta*{V[i]D]R-V[i]DU 
Where Nu is the learning rate 
Zeta is the smoothing factor 
V[i][j] is the weight matrix between the 
hidden layer and the output layer. 

<5>    Error at the hidden layer: 
BetaQ] = HQ] * ( 1.0 - HQ]) * sumQ] 

where sumQ] = I( Delta[i] * W[i]Q]; i = 1,2,...p j =1,2,..m 
Equations (1) ....(5) are the basic concepts to build the 
algorithm for the training network. The network is considered 
to be learned when the total error of the network at the 
output layer of the network approaches approximately zero. 

The equations associated with the operational network are listed below: 



<1>       Activation energy at the hidden layer 
<2>      Weight matrix between the input layer and the hidden layer 
<3>      Weight matrix between the hidden layer and the output layer 
<4>        Probability function at the output layer 

These equations listed above are the same as the equations in the training 
BP model. 

The procedure to apply the operational BP model are expressed as 
follows: 
<1>      Apply the optimal weight matrices from the training BP model 

to initialize the weight matrices in the operational BP model. 
<2>     Apply the feature elements to the input layer of the operational BP model. 
<3>      Estimate the activation energy at the hidden layer. 
<4>      Calculate the probability vector at the output layer. 
<5>     The target with the maximum probability at the output layer 

is the target to be identified. 
The rate of success depends on the optimal weight matrices from 
the training BP model. If the weight matrices or memories are optimal 
that is, the weight matrices are from the fully learned network, then 
the operational network will have a very good result. 



(E) KNOWLEDGE DATABASE 

(U) A knowledge data base was constructed from two published data set. 
From the original data set, we make some changes in the object name and 
feature elements, mainly to enhance our simulation purpose.   The modified 
data set becomes the knowledge data base, and the six targets with feature elements 
are listed below: 

Target #1 

x1 x2 x3 x4 

5.1 3.5 1.4 0.2 
4.9 3.0 1.4 0.2 

5.0 3.3 1.4 0.2 

Target #2 

x1 x2 x3 x4 

7.0 3.2 4.7 1.4 
6.4 3.2 4.5 1.5 

5.7 2.8 4.1 1.3 

Target #3 

x1 x2 x3 x4 

6.3 3.3 6.0 2.5 
5.8 2.7 5.1 1.9 

5.9 3.0 5.1 1.8 

Target # 1 , Target #2 and Target #3 are constructed from the 
following reference: 
Kendal, M. G. and Stuart, A. 
" ADVANCE THEORY OF STATISTICS" 
VOL, Page 318 
HAFNER, NEW YORK, 1966 



(E)       KNOWLEDGE DATABASE :     (CONTINUED) 

Target #4 

x1 x2 x3 x4 

9.2 2.0 27.0 3.0 
10.7 3.0 24.0 0.0 

10.5 4.0 30.0 3.0 

Target #5 

x1 x2 x3 x4 

14.4 4.0 34.0 4.0 
14.7 7.0 33.0 2.0 

4.7 3.0 29.0 4.0 

Target #6 

x1 x2 x3 x4 

18.6 7.0 42.0 3.0 
17.4 6.0 47.0 5.0 

19.4 9.0 51.0 1.0 

Target # 4 , Target #5 and Target #6 are constructed from the 
following reference: 
Tull, D. S.   and Green, P. E. 
" RESEARCH FOR MARKETING DECISION" 
Page 523-524 
PRINTLHALL, 1975 



( F)      Simulations : 
The main objective of our simulation is to identify the 

simulated target from a knowledge data base by applying the 
data fusion technology, neural network technology and the 
the statistical pattern recognition technology. 

We had built a knowledge data base, which contained six 
Targets, and each target with four feature elements; target #1, 
target #2 and target #3 each have fifty target feature vectors, 
target #4, target #5 and target #6 each have ten target 
feature vectors, for a total of 150 target feature vectors in the knowledge 
data base. 

(1) Application of Data fusion technology: 
a,    Get one target feature vector (X) as the input vector, 

b,    pass X to the Coefficient of similarity model, from 
which the coefficient of similarity between (X) and all 
six targets are estimated, 

c,    The unknown target feature vector (X) will be identified 
as the target that has the maximum value of coefficient 
of similarity. 

Repeat steps a, b and c until all the target feature vectors are 
Completely identified. 

(2) Application of Statistical Pattern recognition technology: 
a, Get one target feature vector (X) as the input vector. 
b, Pass to the Bayesian model, from which the posterior 

probability of X with all six targets in the 
knowledge data base are estimated. 

c, The unknown target feature vector (X) will be identified 
as the target that has the maximum value of posterior probability. 

Repeat steps a, b, and c until all the target feature vectors are 
completely identified. 

(3) Application of neural network technology: 
a, Get one target from the knowledge data base as 

the input vector, pass to the training BP model, 
obtain the optimum weight matrices as the 
memories for that trained target 

b, Pass the optimum weight matrices or memories of the 
trained target to initialized the operational BP model. 

c, now get one target feature vector (X) as the input 
vector to the operational BP model, from which the 
activation energy and the output probabilities for 
all trained targets are estimated. 

d, unknown target feature vector (X) will be identified 
as the target that has the maximum value of output 
probability from the operational BP model. 

Repeat steps a, b, c, and d until all target feature vectors are 
positively identified. 



(G) CONCLUSIONS : 

(1) Theoretically, the Coefficient of Similarity Model is the most 
simple which compares the Back propagation model and the Bayesian 
model. 

(2) The difficulty with the Bayesian model is the multivariate normality 
assumption, and the apriori probability estimation. Also the feature 
vectors of the target are difficult to extract from the real time multi- 
sensor data. 

(3) The difficulty with the neural network model are: 
(a) Exact architecture for the target identification problem; the number 

of elements in the input layer are the number of elements of the 
feature vector, the number of elements in the output layer are 
the number of target to be trained , but the number of elements in 
hidden layer are very difficult to determine, 

(b) The information for the target to be trained are not easy to obtain 
in real time. 

(4) The result of simulations are: 
Data Fusion technique: 94.7% correctly identified. 
Neural Network technique: 93.6% correctly identified. 
Statistical Pattern recognition technique:   94.6% correctly identified 
We conclude that Data Fusion technique is the winner for this 
particular application. 

(5) For the real time application, more tests for the Coefficient of Similarity 
model with real time multi-sensor data are needed. 
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